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Swami:  I need one Guru Daksina from you Gustav.  
 
Gustav:  Guru Dakshina? Sure. 
 
Swami:  Will you give it? Can you give it? 
 
Gustav:  Yes. 
 
Swami:  Prepare like you some students. The world needs it. The 
globe very badly needs it. You have to make the people to forget 
everything, just to involve in the sankirtana, in the music. Whatever 
they have the thoughts, this and that, and just breaking it and making 
a bridge. You have to pull them like strong youngsters, whoever it is, 
upcoming rising suns. Ten, fifteen years you might, can go like this… 
Once you're landing time, somebody need to take up time.  
Very soon somebody is going to land, very known person in the 
globe, very soon is landing. In the spirituality…in sankirtana it 
should not die only with you, the music. It has to give the seeds to 
the students. Forget about the gossips whatever it is. It's natural for 
public figures, to the spiritual masters but you have to concentrate on 
that angle to see who is the right person, who is the right person. 
Even if they have tons of terrible blocks, whatever it is, still hold 
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them, bring it and make them trained it in a beautiful way, otherwise 
there is no use. No use. Hun-un. Then it really makes me happy. Yes.  
Actually, I'm in the phone with the different people, very important 
talking upstairs, listening this music - just I cut off, "I'll call you later." 
I ran here and I sat to convince him… there is some tips…to convince 
me, music - period. If somebody has big problem and something, and 
they want to go walk through from that and just… sankirtana is my 
biggest weakness.  
So it's a gift. It's a gift. It's only some special people, only can give it. 
The flower structure is not important. How it really bond, how it 
really look… the shape is not important. The fragrance, what type of 
fragrance it's giving, that is important. Today I wear the jeans shirt. 
This jean shirt means it's not like a college boy… sometimes I wear 
the suit dress - forget it, it is not the matter. It's not the matter. So, 
prepare. So far in my journey since twenty-five years I didn't seen 
like you, anybody. But you really has to be there whenever you're 
singing. Sometimes whenever you're disturbed the music is a little… 
Whenever you're here, yes.  
 
Gustav: Can I ask you a question? 
 
Swami:  Sure. 
 
Gustav:  Yes, I will do everything I can to make this happen and I am 
confident, same time I have questions.  
 
Swami:  Like what? 
 
Gustav:  You say I have this beautiful gift. Can I give it to somebody 
who does not have the gift or does the gift have to already be there? 
 
Swami:  You can see it.  
 
Gustav: It's there. 
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Swami:  You can see it. 
 
Gustav:  Can see it in some people. 
 
Swami:  How many people can judge on me? How many people can 
really judge on Baba? How many people can really judge on Ramana 
Maharshi? They're really on the stage, they can give their own 
judgment? But after I felt, after, keep seeing your music, hundreds of 
thousands of songs I heard it times, going, going, different 
worldwide with a different rhythms, different tunes, different 
circumstance. I know how you really sing when you catch cold, 
depression, heartbroken, very enthusiasm, aggressive, normal, quiet, 
calm, and again you take the u-turn to especially concentrate on the 
Damaruka Nada. That energy can rise up in the people's heart. You 
only can learn that, use the stethoscope, the heartbeats how it really... 
the heartbeat how it's really functioning it before your music, after 
your music what is the heartbeat you can hear. Yes, you can 
convince. You can convince. So you going to prepare? 
 
Gustav: Yes. Yes. 
 
Swami:  Then good, it's time to go to arati, final song, Lucia. Don't 
feel left out Sabeena, you're also included in it. The same dialogue 
also it comes to you too. You have that punch. You really can do that 
- take care.     
 

End of Talk 
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